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I. Required software

To checkout the source code and compile Cheddar, the following software are
required:

• GNAT compiler GPL, we recommend using the version GNAT 2014 
available on the AdaCore website https://www.adacore.com/download/
more

• A svn client is necessary. The default subversion works fine on Linux

II. Download and compile Cheddar source code

1- Checkout Cheddar source code – the trunk folder on the svn repository
◦ http://beru.univ-brest.fr/svn/CHEDDAR/trunk/  

2- Install GNAT 2014 on your Linux machine.
◦ GNAT 2014 can be downloaded from 

https://www.adacore.com/download/more
(platform x86 GNU Linux (64 bits) or (32 bits))

3- Move to [CHEDDAR]/trunk/src/scripts with [CHEDDAR] is the folder 
used to checkout the Cheddar source code

4- Edit “compilelinux32.bash” or “compilelinux64.bash” in the 
trunk/src/scripts folder according to:
◦ Your GNAT installation – variable GNAT_DIR
◦ Cheddar source code location – CHEDDAR_DIR
compilelinux32.bash is for 32 bits Linux OS/machine and 
compilelinux64.bash is for 64 bits Linux OS/machine.

5- Run “source compilelinux32.bash” or “source compilelinux64.bash” 
depending on your Linux OS

6- Run “make cheddar” to produce cheddar binary. One compiled, you 
should have a binary either called “cheddar” or “cheddar_d” and you can 
then run it from the directory where the binary is stored
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III. Example

- The trunk repository is checked out at /home/user/cheddar/trunk
- GNAT is installed at /opt/gnat2014
- OS is a Linux 64 bits

File: compilelinux64.bash (in trunk/src/script)

export CHEDDAR_DIR=/home/user/cheddar/trunk
export GNAT_DIR=/opt/gnat2014

(only need to modify the two variables)

Commands to compile and run Cheddar in the terminal

$: cd /home/user/cheddar/trunk/src
$: source script/compilelinux64.bash
$: make cheddar
(...compilation)
$ : ./cheddar_d

Please adapt CHEDDAR_DIR and GNAT_DIR according to your installation

IV. Known issues

1. Some texts, fonts and pixmaps do not appear in the Cheddar editor:
- Please check that your linux installation contains GTK 2.0 libraries
- Please also check Cheddar FAQ for font selection with GTK 2.0

2. GNAT 2014 and gcc ABI compatibility problem on Ubuntu 18.04, Fedora 24
and Mint 18.1 (64 bits)

Fix:
$: cd [GNAT_DIR]/libexec/gcc/x86_64-pc-linux-gnu/4.7.4/ld 
$: mv ld ld-orig

3. Missing gcc-multilib
Fix: 
$: sudo apt-get install gcc-multilib

4. Ocarina is not compiled together with Cheddar on Mint 18.1

5. Cheddar is running slowly on Ubuntu 20.04LTS
Fix:
sudo apt-get install appmenu-gtk2-module


